Motion to approve funding of up to $2,700 for MapBox developer to
add an interactive map to our website
Agenda Item: XIV
Date: June 12, 2017
Proposed By: Aaron Downes

Background
Currently we have a static image of our NC boundaries and 7 neighborhood zones
on the front of our website. If a prospective volunteer wanted to know if they
lived in our NC, they would have to use another map application.
If approved, this motion will add a mobile-friendly, interactive map to our website
that will allow users to find quickly their location. They can also find which zone
they belong to. The development of this app will also include documentation, so
we may build more functionality into the map data in the future.
There will also be selectable map layers showing the reach of different city
services including:
• LAPD Car coverage
• LAFD Stations
• Bordering neighborhood councils
• LA County Districts
• State Senate Districts
• State Assembly Districts
• US Representative districts
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Considerations
Arguments against:
Doesn’t this require a contract?

Counter Argument:
No, as this is not a request for full website
design, simply the development of a
specific application. We have approved a
similar request when we paid for a
Nationbuilder consultant to help redesign our ‘Agendas’ page
This is a waste of taxpayer’s money. Every so often, I get calls directed to my
People can just find out from DONE cell phone from people frustrated with
or by calling us if they are in our NC the lack of help provided by the city and
or not
our website. Helping them over the
phone is always a challenge, and a waste
of valuable time. This app will be a very
valuable self-service tool, and will even
aid our board members to serve the
community more efficiently
I’m having trouble visualizing
This interactive map is modeled after
exactly what this is or what it will
SORO NCs map, which you can preview
look like.
here:
http://www.soronc.org/about/boundaries
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